DEPARTMENT OF STATE
INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

January 25, 1973

To: The Secretary
From: ARA - Charles A. Meyer, Acting
CB - Charles N. Brower, Acting

Cuban Hijacking Agreement

At a meeting late yesterday afternoon, the Cuban negotiators informed Ambassador Masnata that Cuba is prepared to accept the latest U.S. proposal provided the U.S. agrees to two changes in Article 1: elimination of the word "forcefully" in the first paragraph and the phrase "except in the case of minor offenses" in the second paragraph.

We suggest for your consideration that we reply to the Cubans that although we attach considerable importance to both items, we are prepared in the spirit of compromise and in the mutual interest of arriving at an early agreement to accede to the Cuban proposal that the word "forcefully" be eliminated if Cuba agrees that the phrase "except in the case of minor offenses" be retained. We are at your disposition to discuss this further.

We regard the speed--less than a week--with which Cuba has replied to our proposal as indicating the continuing high priority it attaches to this question.